Communication and collaboration in spine neuromonitoring: time to expect more, a lot more, from the neurophysiologists
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This commentary is addressed to surgeons who order intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM). In the US, and in some other countries, a certified technologist is commonly supervised by an expert neurophysiologist physician.40 US neurophysiologist physicians are often positioned off-site while monitoring several or many cases simultaneously.41 As an example of a contrary view that is also held elsewhere in the world, a leading Canadian authority argues, “The vast majority of those involved in IONM in Canada believe, for best practice, the IONM expert should be in the operating room (OR) doing the neurophysiology” (personal communication, David Houlden, University of Ottawa, 2016).

Similarly, the joint guidelines between the Italian Neurosurgical and Clinical Neurophysiology Societies clearly state that the supervising physician should be in the OR or available in-house whenever summoned to the OR. This model is quite popular in other European countries (such as Germany), but other models exist. In Spain, only clinical neurophysiologists are present in the OR and they perform IONM without the support of certified technologists.

Keeping these dissonant approaches in mind, we will: 1) review scholarship that indicates that improved collaboration in the OR is associated with better patient outcomes; 2) demonstrate how IONM injury prevention is predicated on trust-based communication of test results; and 3) propose practical IONM solutions that might better achieve the trusted “expert in the OR” vision.

Communication and the IONM Interventional Cascade

IONM is a team effort. The technologist and neurophysiologist form the diagnostic testing contingent of the team. The responsible neuromonitorist reports alerts to the surgeon and the anesthesiologist, who decide whether to alter the course of their procedural plan. The intraoperative team as a whole, therefore, participates in a generalized model of test-treatment pathways that affect patient health.11 For IONM, this model can be summarized as an interventional cascade: test, interpretation, communication, intervention, and outcome.21 With few exceptions, surgeons are imperfectly fluent with the clinical neurophysiology body of knowledge (tests and their interpretation). Neurophysiologists do not independently execute an intraoperative intervention. Therefore, in the event of signal loss, effective neurophysiologist-initiated communication is pivotal to the surgeon’s (or anesthesiologist’s) decision to act. Favorable patient outcomes must depend on effective communications among co-practicing specialists (surgeon, anesthesiologist, and neurophysiologist). Implicit in this schema is scholarship showing that diagnostic test accuracy per se (within the neurophysiologist’s control) is an insufficient basis for clinical effectiveness.11,50

Barriers to good decisions and effective patient outcomes exist on either side of the IONM interventional cascade. Surgeons are understandably burdened by a cognitive bias to see their carefully conceived surgical plan through to the end. During IONM reporting, this bias may manifest as a tendency both to construe what is heard in a way that affirms preconceived notions and/or downgrade information that conflicts with “normal” expectations. One of us has summarized this confirmation/expectation bias:45 “Neurophysiological feedback was generally welcome as long as it reassured the neurosurgeon that everything was going well (‘Am I doing OK? Are your evoked potentials stable?’), but was not so well-received whenever there was a change in the evoked potentials that would imply the need to halt or even abandon surgery.” And, “The idea of a different professional figure (namely
a neurologist or clinical neurophysiologist) working hand in hand with the neurosurgeon in the operating room and advising him whether or not his surgical strategy was impairing the well-being of the nervous system was (and still is) something not readily acceptable to neurosurgeons.’’ How much more difficult is the communication task if the neurophysiologist is an unseen, unknown remotely sited ‘‘colleague’’?

Unfortunately, some supervising neurophysiologists hold themselves above the exigencies of meaningful relationships with their in-room surgeon and anesthesiologist colleagues. They persist in the insular position that IONM amounts to no more than a strictly dispassionate interpretation of waveforms, not unlike a pathologist or radiologist reading a static image. This is an unfortunate posture by some neurophysiologist physicians. IONM is not the static reading of a test at one point in time, rather it is the ongoing analysis of a data stream over time within a constantly changing surgical context. Furthermore, to presume that an absentee/remote neurologist’s opinion may easily sidetrack the surgical plan is naïve and, potentially, dangerously misguided.

The scholarship on communication during high-risk events (such as an IONM alert) indicates:22 “The need to establish trust … is fundamental to the effectiveness of risk communication messages and strategies. Trust, therefore, must be established well in advance of an actual crisis event [italics added].” Vincent Covello, a leading scholar in the risk communication literature, has captured this idea with the apothegm: “They want to know that you care before they care what you know.”5

Spine IONM Evidence: Moving From Prediction to Prevention

Although the evidence supporting IONM to prevent spinal cord and/or nerve root injury remains mixed, we believe the preponderance of the evidence justifies IONM in many of the varied settings of spine surgery. Several evidential limitations persist, among them: few controlled trials, paradox or bias in the categorization of recovered signal loss in observational studies, unsettled motor evoked potential alert criteria, and the unknowable confounders within and disagreement among recent supersized retrospective data sets.4,32,38,46,54 Notwithstanding these limitations, the reliability of any future IONM outcome trials is threatened when the neurophysiologist’s role is diminished or neglected. As already described within the interventional cascade, the surgeon’s decision to change the course of surgery after an alert crucially depends on the credibility of the interpreter/communicator. In fact, trusted communication determines the efficiency of the link between IONM test accuracy (prediction) and reduced intraoperative injuries (prevention).

A major systematic review has established that IONM can predict neurological injuries.52 The combined positive predictive value (PPV) for serious neurological injury was 0.30. This PPV may seem low until one realizes that in a low prevalence context (risk ≤ 1% in extradural spine surgery, for example) the PPV will look low even when the test is very accurate.20,54 Among the reviewed Class I studies, no false-negative reports were made. However, a prediction analysis that looks at differences in outcomes (no injuries with negative testing, 30% risk of serious injury with positive testing) incompletely informs us about the role IONM might play in injury prevention. We are left to hope that surgeons—understanding these data when acknowledging an IONM alert—will intervene appropriately. But there is no guarantee of that.

Surgeons’ responses to IONM alerts have been studied.62 Decisions to respond (or not) to an alert were usually based on context: a recent surgical manipulation, for example, or coincident report from the anesthesiologist (low blood pressure, for example). Only about 50% of alerts were followed by an intervention. Within the category “true-positive findings without intervention… . The surgeon did not react to the information obtained from the IOM, and the patient suffered from a new neurological deficit corresponding to the target of monitoring,…” listed reasons for inaction included anticipated injury with operative step, manipulation not reversible, and no identifiable reason for IONM change.62

A likely factor woven into the surgeons’ inability or hesitance to intervene is cognitive bias, predispositions that restrain the surgeon from changing the course of surgery. We have already discussed one of these, i.e., confirmation/expectation bias. In the event of an alert, deeply instilled beliefs, bias, and previously learned rules of thumb (heuristics) come to mind first.23,49 When well-trained professionals (airline pilots and surgeons, for example) are confronted by routine challenges, heuristics permit quick and usually correct decisions. Overreliance on heuristics may limit options during the stress of crisis decision-making.23,49,58 At the point of an IONM alarm, the surgeon/decision-maker may also be subject to cognitive errors.5,6 Checklists may close this decision-making gap during crisis management. Two compelling before/after surgical safety checklist trials convinced both neurosurgical and orthopedic spine groups to generate checklists for IONM alarms.5,7,37,59,64 The orthopedic spine surgery checklist includes a call to “summon” the “senior neurologist or neurophysiologist” after an IONM alarm.59 Within many of the surgeon authors’ institutions, a trusted in-house neurologist/neurophysiologist is available to be summoned. But an at-hand IONM colleague is not the general rule in the US.

The Scoliosis Research Society has reviewed the use of IONM in 108,419 surgeon-reported cases. The sensitivity for postoperative spinal cord deficit when both somatosensory and motor evoked potentials were recorded was 0.43. The authors’ explanations for poorer than expected IONM sensitivity included variations in “… how [signal changes] are reported to the operating surgeon…”14

This particular explanation by Hamilton (“… how [signal changes] are reported …”) gets to the crux of the need to urgently consider and improve the culture of communication between the neurophysiologist and surgeon. In the midst of an IONM alert, it takes a trusted neurophysiologist colleague to resist the surgeon’s understandable cognitive bias to complete the surgery as planned. Breaking through this bias demands that the neurophysiologist introduce both crucial neuropathophysiological concepts as well as a coherent probability analysis of context-wedded IONM results. In the absence of trusted communication
Medical Error Avoidance in the OR: The Communication Mandate

The accumulation of man-made disasters in the commercial airline and nuclear industries more than 30 years ago led to the discovery that as many two-thirds of these events were directly related to failed communications among responsible crew members. More than 20 years after the introduction of Crew Resource Management (CRM) training in commercial aviation, the Institute of Medicine published its findings: tens of thousands of deaths annually were occurring due to potentially preventable medical errors. Other reports suggested that treatment team miscommunication accounted for twice as many errors as incompetent care. The concern for medical error avoidance has triggered an expansive scholarship whose themes all specify the centrality of robust communication and collaboration among physicians (and nonphysicians as well). Specific training regimens have intraoperative cultural change have been suggested by leading authorities. Specific training regimens have been created. These include CRM in a medical setting, Systems Engineering Initiative to Patient Safety, and others. So far, the published trials comparing culturally trained versus untrained surgical “crews” indicates that better OR collaboration can be instilled and postsurgical outcomes can improve after training. Comparison of OR team training in the culture of communication and collaboration to an untrained propensity-matched cohort demonstrated a 50% reduced mortality rate in the trained group (p = 0.01). Furthermore, a reduction of 0.5 deaths per 1000 procedures was observed for each additional training quarter, a dose-response correlation (p = 0.001).

Challenges to Effective IONM Collaboration

The work of Vitale and colleagues goes beyond an IONM checklist. By presuming that the expert neurophysiologist can be “summoned” to the OR, the checklist actually establishes the need for collaboration among expert peers: a surgeon/anesthesiologist/neurophysiologist co-practice. Once the advantages of a fully collaborating intraoperative team are recognized, the troubling variations in models of IONM care delivery must be confronted. When IONM staffing patterns were reviewed in 1997, 1-to-1 IONM coverage by credentialed neurophysiologists (versus multiple case management by 1 neurophysiologist) was still the subject of “disagreement and debate.” In view of the exponentially increasing demand for IONM over the last 15 or more years, that debate (in the US) has been settled; 50,000 in 2004, 150,000 in 2010, and current estimates of more than 500,000 cases per year. US neurophysiologist physicians routinely monitor the work of multiple in-room technologists via either an in-house intranet or web-based connections from a remote site. The pressures to accelerate the acceptance of remote IONM are multiple, but 3 are primary: 1) the ease of connections to transmit waveform and basic e-chat data (an informal online communication between the IONM technologist and supervising neurophysiologist); 2) insufficient number of expert neurophysiologists (2000 experts in 1997, 1300 experts in 2009); and 3) the obvious financial incentive to cluster as many cases as possible per time epoch. The 2012 decision by the US Center for Medicaid and Medicare Services to eliminate multiple-case Medicare payments has ironically incentivized case clustering to maintain physician income in a reduced reimbursement environment. The incentives to maximize the number of cases per epoch considerably worsen the limits of current remote technology (waveform telemetry and phone/e-chat connections only).

Remote IONM has not been uniformly welcomed: “How can an individual outside the OR interpret fluctuating neuromonitoring data and develop explanations of cause? How it is possible to verify an appropriate level of vigilance on the part of the remotely connected professional, particularly if multiple cases are being monitored simultaneously?” Such skepticism may be further fueled by the expanding scholarship on communication, trust, and collaboration in high-risk areas of the hospital. This evidence is recognized within an increasingly robust health safety culture. An extraordinarily heavy burden of proof will be borne by remote professionals who still wish to remain unknown to their patients and unfamiliar to their in-room colleagues.

What Surgeons Should Require of Attending Neurophysiologists

In an optimal IONM setting, a trusted “senior neurologist or neurophysiologist” can, indeed, be personally “summon[ed]” to the OR in the event of an IONM alarm. This fits Nuwer’s “nearby and available” model, i.e., the surgeon and in-room technologist enjoy immediate personal availability of an expert neurophysiologist. That expert is otherwise intranet-connected to a limited number of ORs (usually ≤ 3). In some cases, good decision-making may depend on the expert neurophysiologist’s unsolicited physical presence. Mapping of eloquent cortex, plexus, corona-cauda equina, and floor of the fourth ventricle come to mind as possible contexts. When the responsible expert neurophysiologist shows up to sort out difficult troubleshooting problems or offers meaningful advice on pathophysiology, a trusting relationship among peer colleagues is better secured before the next serious IONM event. As a by-product, reports that “all is well” during difficult maneuvers also become more credible.

In the face of mounting evidence that active intercollegial collaboration improves intraoperative safety, surgeons’ grudging acceptance of an unseen, unknown expert neurophysiologist warrants critical review. When a hospital-based “senior neurologist or neurophysiologist” is unavailable, a few less-than-optimal (but potentially acceptable) choices come to mind for surgeons who demand better credibility of their IONM service. These choices begin to approach “expert in the OR” and may ultimately
prove more doable and attractive under the current economically stressed reimbursement arrangements.

Tele-IONM Option

One option is to fully integrate the “remote” supervising professional through full spectrum telemedicine similar to tele-stroke. “Face-to-face” audiovisual tele-connections with patients and colleagues in stroke evaluation and treatment, for example, have proven as effective as on-site evaluation. Moreover, tele-stroke connectivity is significantly more effective than telephone contact in randomized trials. Similar face-to-face connections are possible in IONM. A recent IONM supervision guideline does refer to “…fully realized telemedicine...as needed or appropriate;“ however, the evolving medical error avoidance literature suggests any future revision should include stronger guidance on the importance of improved intraoperative peer communication and collaboration.

Nevertheless, it is unclear just how closely matched tele-stroke is to an anticipated “tele-IONM” paradigm. For example, in tele-stroke there is one point of decision to employ thrombolytics or not, whereas in tele-IONM, a continuous stream of neurophysiological data are integrated with a constantly changing surgical context over time. Therefore, positive evidence proving tele-IONM equivalence to in-hospital IONM may be required. In sum, Dormans’ questions would still need to be answered.

Other Options

Another option would be to substantially upgrade certification and credentialing of the technologist already in the room. Current US certification in neurophysiological intraoperative monitoring (CNIM) specifically disallows diagnostic test interpretation. Any proposed advanced training and certification must include crucial nontechnical standards. The newly defined “technologist/neurophysiologist” must bear sufficient and verifiable credentials (command of the IONM body of knowledge) to assist the surgeon with in-room interpretation and differential causation in the event of an alert. Just as importantly, the technologist/neurophysiologist must be capable of candid and authoritative communication of IONM findings. This approach questions the fundamental argument that IONM represents the practice of medicine. It has been argued that a physician, not a technologist nor any other nonmedical figure, should be responsible for IONM. On the other hand, it is recognized that in some countries (Canada and the United Kingdom, for example) professionals other than MDs are responsible for IONM. The Canadian Association of Neurophysiological Monitoring has embarked on a formal 2-year program to achieve both technical and nontechnical (interpretive/collaborative) competence. These arrangements will evolve into a Master’s program (personal communication, David Houlden, University of Ottawa, 2016). A similar strategy of upgrading the competence of IONM technologists to interpretative skills, through a Master’s program, has been, and still is, a matter of debate in Italy as well. This process will require a rigorous approach and will need a careful evaluation as it questions the definition of IONM as the practice of medicine.

Thus far, there are no data proving that one approach results in a better patient outcome than the other. The challenges associated with advanced credentialing/credentialing of CNIM technologists in the US are formidable, but the status-quo alternative is unacceptable.

As a variant, the surgeon could be responsible for IONM, if he or she can rely on a properly trained technologist/neurophysiologist who bears proper IONM signal acquisition and interpretation skills. Surgeon-supervised IONM has been sanctioned in the US. However, there is an advantage in the strict separation of the expert bodies of knowledge among peers (surgeon, anesthesiologist, and neurophysiologist). The cognitive biases particular to each discipline can be negotiated and acted upon more thoughtfully at the moment of critical decision-making, especially in truly collaborative settings.

Semi-automated IONM devices have been widely marketed. The obvious predicate devices are instruments used by otolaryngologists for limited mapping of the facial or recurrent laryngeal nerves during skull base surgery and thyroidectomy, respectively. Spine surgeons are already independently making real-time decisions based on C-arm, ultrasoundography, intraoperative CT, and stealth navigation technologies. The desire by some surgeons to extend their diagnostic purview to the limited task of pedicle screw threshold testing, for example, is understandable. However, devices do not replace thinking about what you are doing. Therefore, “The attempt to radically reduce the [pedicle screw] data stream to the perfunctory display of an all-encompassing ‘number’ or ‘stoplight’ is unlikely to be helpful.” Inexpert use of semi-automated or, for that matter, any device during the very complex task of multimodality IONM invites disaster. In general, monitoring techniques require a higher degree of expertise than mapping techniques. Intraoperative neurophysiology of the spinal cord is essentially based on monitoring techniques. Therefore, to foster the idea that IONM expertise is irrelevant represents a threat to patients and, ultimately, to surgeons as well.

The answer to good IONM in the absence of an in-house expert remains uncertain. Solutions to proper IONM credentialing and models of care will be differentially determined by country, i.e., local IONM societies, statutes, and standards of practice. Full-spectrum tele-IONM may be readily achieved in the US, where robust web-based connections already exist and the predicate tele-stroke model has proven itself. Tele-IONM, despite some evidence-based reservations, promises a level of patient-centered care and professional collaboration that surgeons ordering IONM should routinely expect. Regardless of the approach chosen to address the demand for IONM coverage, the issue of high-quality IONM cannot be negotiable.

Conclusions

Given the scholarship on the importance of trust and communication and collaboration within ORs, surgeons need not (and probably should not) continue to accept “remote” IONM as generally practiced in the US. The evidence in support of IONM may remain confounded until effective IONM communication and collaboration standards are broadly respected and customarily instituted. The inertia associated with US IONM societies suggests
that surgeons and their societies—especially in the US—may need to demand creation and implementation of higher standards of communication, situational awareness, and collaboration. It is certainly time to ask much more of the neurophysiologists.
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